Introduction and formulation of the results

Let
It is evident that h x = W t , h 2 = W 2 -t, h 3 = W^-3tW fc and so on. We shall use the typical denotations for a-fields:
3 st = <r(W s ,s s t), S at = o-(W s ,s £ t).
It is well known (see e.g. [3] , [6] ) that
(1) E{h k (W t ,t) = 0, E{h k (W T -W t ),T-t)> = 0,
{h k (W t> t),5 <t > is a martingale and a Markov process.
The aim of this paper is to give formulas for moments, conditional moments and limit distribution of the process 
(k-l). z(K-l)
Next we shall prove the following limit property: for every w * 0 ^c+i**'^ -*V*»t> -kth k _ 1 (x,t).
The proof of (9) will be based on a limit theorem for sum of dependent random variables. 
Let
Proofs of formulas (4) -(9)
He can get formula (4) Formula (6) follows from (2), (4) and (13) . Formula (7) from (14).
It is evident that (4) can be written in the following form (21) h k (w T ,t) -h k (w t ,t) = V (i)h r (w Tf T)h k _ r (w T -W t ,T-t).
In virtue of (21) and the formulas for moments of the
Wiener process we obtain (8).
Now we are going to show (9) using Lemma 1.
We introduce the following partition of the interval 
